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Principal Lighting Group Concludes Litigation Against Reece Supply 

Company and RetroLED 
PRESS RELEASE – October 6, 2020 

  

SAN ANGELO, TX – In 2018, RetroLED Components filed a declaratory judgment lawsuit against Principal Lighting Group in 
attempt to invalidate PLG’s U.S. Patent No. 9,311,835. In 2019, as part of that suit, Principal Lighting Group sued Reece 
Supply Company of Dallas for infringement of the ’835 Patent. After more than two years of litigation, PLG is pleased to 
announce that it has favorably resolved the case.  

In the suit, PLG alleged that Reece Supply and RetroLED were aware of PLG’s ’835 Patent and infringed that 
patent with Reece Supply’s “Reece Stick” and certain RetroLED end cap products. As a result of the infringement, PLG 
suffered monetary and market damage. In addition to alleging that the ’835 Patent was invalid, Reece Supply and 
RetroLED responded that they did not infringe. 

On August 27, 2020, the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Texas (Waco Division) conducted a 
hearing on a number of potentially case dispositive motions that the parties had filed. The Court ultimately granted 
summary judgment that Reece Supply and RetroLED infringed the ’835 Patent. The Court also granted PLG’s motion for 
summary judgment that no single prior art reference invalidated the ’835 Patent. Relatedly, the Court denied Reece 
Supply and RetroLED’s motion for summary judgment seeking to invalidate the ’835 Patent based on various prior art 
references and combinations discussed in a 200+ page report from its technical expert. 

Since the hearing, the parties have resolved the case with an agreement to certain financial and business terms 
by which Reece Supply and RetroLED will compensate PLG.  Reece Supply has ceased production of its “Reece Stick” 
product but will be allowed to sell any existing inventory for a short period of time during which Reece Supply will pay 
PLG royalties on those sales. RetroLED has ceased production of its infringing end caps and destroyed its existing 
inventory of those end caps. 

Dr. Bryan Vincent, co-founder of PLG, stated: “While we are happy to fairly compete in the market, we cannot 
let others compete with and damage us by misappropriating our IP which we have spent considerable resources 
investing and developing. Having been in the industry for over 15 years, I know the state of the market prior to the ’835 
Patent and have steadfastly maintained that the ’835 Patent brought significant innovation. It was a long and expensive 
battle to protect our ’835 Patent, and I am pleased that Reece Supply and RetroLED have finally come to terms. This 
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outcome further reinforces the strength of the ’835 Patent (and indirectly our other patents covering PLG’s ‘Stik’ 
portfolio). Our IP portfolio is intended to protect PLG as the creator of LED retrofit ‘stick’ assemblies – the market that 
we created and successfully built in the electric sign industry. We will continue to aggressively protect our ‘Stik’ 
intellectual property.” 

This is PLG’s second successful outcome to protect its patents. In 2019, SloanLED agreed to resolve a preliminary 
injunction suit PLG filed in California by taking a license to the ’835 Patent and redesigning SloanLED’s PrismBEAM 
product to avoid infringement of PLG’s U.S. Patent Nos. 9,851,054 and 10,024,501. 

Don Hartford, Director of Business Development at Reece Supply, stated: “We are disappointed with the Court’s 
recent decisions; however, we are glad the litigation is resolved and the parties can amicably move forward. In its 
summary judgment rulings, the Court did not agree with us that the ’835 Patent is invalid and we acknowledge that the 
’835 Patent is valid in the face of the various prior art references and invalidity grounds we raised. While we could have 
pressed on to have our case tried by a jury, we decided that it made more sense to find a way to bring this litigation to a 
close now, especially in view of the Court’s recent decisions.” 

Sid Norton, President of RetroLED stated, “like Reece Supply, we were disappointed by the Court’s rulings, but 
we too are glad that the parties have ended this long battle.”   

The case is styled RetroLED Components, LLC v. Principal Lighting Group, LLC; Principal Lighting Group, LLC v. 
Reece Supply Company of Dallas, Western District of Texas Case No. 6:18-cv-00055-ADA. 

 

ABOUT PRINCIPAL LIGHTING GROUP 

Principal Lighting Group is an innovator and market leader in the commercial sign industry and offers a full range of 
best-in-class quality and performance signage products under the Principal LED, Ventex Technology, and Aries Graphics 
International brands. PLG’s products include a complete range of new and retrofit LED solutions for channel letters, sign 
cabinets, architectural and linear lighting, as well as power solutions supported by superior quality, performance and 
world class customer service and support. Ventex’s products continue to serve the neon lighting industry with industry-
leading transformers, sign switches, enclosure boxes, and other components. Aries’ products service the international 
commercial sign industry with their LED Wizard software, providing companies with the ability to develop LED layouts 
for channel letters and sign cabinets. For more information about PLG, its offerings, and its patents, please visit 
https://www.p-led.com. 

 

ABOUT REECE SUPPLY  

Reece Supply Company is a wholesale supplier to the sign, screen printing and digital imaging industries and 
was established in 1936 in Dallas, Texas by Charles F. Reece. The company began to expand its operation by 
opening distribution facilities in Houston, Texas in 1940 and San Antonio, Texas in 1957. Expansion continued 
with the addition of the Atlanta, Georgia location in 1976 and as the sign industry continued to grow the New 
Orleans branch was opened in 1992. To reach into West Texas and New Mexico the El Paso location was 
opened in 2000. In 2004 the Tulsa, Oklahoma location opened to serve Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri and 
Arkansas. In 2013 the newest branch was opened in Charlotte, North Carolina. Today, the third generation of 
family ownership continues with Richard, Wade and Regan Reece. For more information about Reece Supply 
Company and its products please visit www.reecesupply.com.   

https://www.p-led.com/
http://www.reecesupply.com/


 

ABOUT RETROLED  

RetroLED is a small innovative company located in Odessa Texas that specializes in the development of lighting 
technologies related to energy-saving techniques for the sign and commercial lighting businesses. A number of 
RetroLED’s innovations are protected by its own patents that are available for license upon inquiry.  

 

 


